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1
SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR GENOTYPING

USING INFORMED ERROR PROFILES

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED

APPLICATIONS

This application claimspriority under 35 USC § 119(e) to
US. Provisional Patent Application 61/715,581 filed Oct.

18, 2012, the entirety of which is incorporated herein by
reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is directed to a system and method

of genotyping with sequencing data. The present invention

is more specifically directed to a system and method of
genotyping tandem repeats, such as microsatellites.

BACKGROUND

Tandem repeats are dispersed throughout the genome, in

and around gene regions. They werefirst identified as agents
of disease ~20 years ago (Mirkin et al.), and since then,

several microsatellite repeats (not all of which aretriplets)

have been identified as the underlying basis for a wide range
of neurological and morphological disorders in humans and

other mammals (Lopezet al., Orr et al., Albrecht et al. 2005).
In addition to causing disease, microsatellites can exert

subtle effects on gene function and quantitative traits (re-
viewed in Gemayel et al.). Repeats are also mutational

hotspots in that their instability can be triggered by nearly

any aspect of DNA metabolism, and even transcription or
stress (reviewed in Fonville etal.). This sensitivity to defects

in repair and cellular insults makes repeats useful markers
for genomeinstability and cancer (Glen et al., Loeb et al.).

Further, analyzing repeats in personal genomes promises

benefit not just to medical genetics and the diagnosis of
repeat-related disorders but also to forensics and genealogy,

where shorter and more stable tandem repeats can serve as
DNAfingerprints to uniquely identify individuals (Ge etal.,

Gymreket al.). The use of accurately and globally measur-
ing tandem repeats spans medicine, genetics and biotech-

nology; repeats influence clinical and subclinical pheno-

types, are signatures for genomic instability and cancer, and
are important markers for forensics and genealogy.

Despite their use and biological importance, somerepeti-
tive sequences(particularly microsatellites) are challenging

to study with short-read sequencing technology, such as
next-generation sequencing technology. Genotyping micro-

satellite repeats from reference-mapped reads is fundamen-

tally distinct from calling SNPs or indels in non-repetitive
sequence because there is no sound basis for inferring

homology between pairs of aligned repeat units.
Current approaches for identifying repeat mutations

include indel genotyping methods implemented in popular
software suites, such as GATK (DePristo et al.) andATLAS2

(Challis et al.), that can reveal indels within repeat regions

or the recently reported lobSTR method (Gymrek etal.).
Indel callers are ill-suited for identifying repeat mutation. As

they do not report repeat genotypes, they can base indel
identification on reads that do notfully span the repeat. They

also fail to account for the error rates of different repeat
types. The mutation rate of microsatellite repeats is influ-

encedlargely not only by the length of repeat tract but also

by other intrinsic properties, such asthe size of the repeated
unit and the purity (lack of interruptions) of the repeated

sequence (Legendreet al.). A genotyping methodthat incor-
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2
porates the mutational properties ofrepeat sequences will be

better able to distinguish false alleles from true heterozy-

gosity. However, the success of a genotyping approachrelies

on morethanjust the accurate identification oftrue alleles—
the method must be applicable to the greatest numberofloci

genome-wide. The lobSTR method, for example, makes
microsatellite calls genome-wide (Gymreket al.); however,

it is blind to homopolymers runs (i.e. mononucleotide

repeats, which are a common and important source of
genetic variation).

Systems and methodsthat accurately genotype microsat-
ellite repeats are needed.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is a system and method for geno-

typing microsatellite repetitive sequences in whole genome

sequencing data. The present invention combines a repeat-
aware methodfor repeat allele determination with a Bayes-

ian genotyping approach that uses an empirically-derived
error model informed by properties of a repeat sequence and

the sequence reads that map to it. The invention 1s particu-
larly suited for use with next-generation sequencing data.

One version of the invention comprises a method of

genotyping. A first step includes obtaining a sequence-read
mapping. The sequence-read mapping comprises sequence

reads from a subject polynucleotide sequence mapped to a
reference sequence. An additional step includes selecting

flanking reads from the sequence reads. Each flanking read
spans a repeat in the reference sequence in addition to one

or more flanking bases on each of two ends of the repeat.

Selecting the flanking reads from the sequencereads results
in a flanking-read mapping comprising the repeat and the

flanking reads that map thereto. A further step includes
extracting a sequence attribute from the flanking-read map-

ping. A further step includes associating the extracted

sequence attribute with a genotyping error rate. A further
step includes calculating a genotype probability for each

flanking read from the genotyping error rate. A further step
includes assigning a genotypeto the subject polynucleotide

sequence based on the genotype probabilities calculated for
the flanking reads, wherein the genotype comprises a char-

acteristic of a most probable of the flanking reads. In some

versions, the genotype comprises a repeat length.
The extracted sequenceattribute may be selected from the

group consisting of repeat length, repeat unit size, repeat
unit sequence, repeat purity, number of flanking-read flank-

ing bases on each endofthe flanking read, numberof exact
matches between the flanking-read flanking bases and the

flanking bases on the reference sequence, flanking-read

length, flanking-base sequence, number of flanking
sequences mapped perrepeat, numberof substitutions in the

flanking read with respect to the reference sequence, number
of insertions in the flanking read with respect to the refer-

ence sequence, numberoftotal indels in the flanking read
with respect to the reference sequence, number of substitu-

tions in the flanking-read repeat with respectto the repeat in

the reference sequence, numberofinsertions in the flanking-
read repeat with respect to the repeat in the reference

sequence, numberoftotal indels in the flanking-read repeat
with respect to the repeat in the reference sequence, number

of substitutions in the flanking-read flanking bases with
respect to the flanking bases in the reference sequence,

numberofinsertions in the flanking-read flanking bases with

respect to the flanking bases in the reference sequence,
numberof total indels in the flanking-read flanking bases

with respect to the flanking bases in the reference sequence,
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average base quality score of the flanking read, and mapping
quality score. In some versions, the extracted sequence

attribute is selected from the group consisting of repeat

length, repeat unit size, and average base quality score of the
flanking read.

In some versions, associating the extracted sequence
attribute with the genotyping error rate comprises matching

the sequence attribute with one of a plurality of bins of
partitioned sequence attribute values with known, corre-

sponding genotypingerror rates. Each oftheplurality ofbins

may encompassa different value or plurality of values for a
sequence attribute selected from the group consisting of

repeat length, repeat unit size, repeat unit sequence, repeat
purity, number of flanking-read flanking bases on each end

of the flanking read, number of exact matches between the
flanking-read flanking bases and the flanking bases on the

reference sequence, flanking-read length, flanking-base

sequence, numberof flanking sequences mappedperrepeat,
numberof substitutions in the flanking read with respect to

the reference sequence, numberof insertions in the flanking
read with respect to the reference sequence, numberoftotal

indels in the flanking read with respect to the reference
sequence, number of substitutions in the flanking-read

repeat with respect to the repeat in the reference sequence,

numberofinsertions in the flanking-read repeat with respect
to the repeat in the reference sequence, numberof total

indels in the flanking-read repeat with respect to the repeat
in the reference sequence, number of substitutions in the

flanking-read flanking bases with respect to the flanking
bases in the reference sequence, numberofinsertions in the

flanking-read flanking bases with respect to the flanking

basesin the reference sequence, numberoftotal indels in the
flanking-read flanking bases with respect to the flanking

bases in the reference sequence, average base quality score
of the flanking read, and mapping quality score. In certain

versions, each of the plurality of bins encompasses a dif-

ferent value or plurality of values for a sequence attribute
selected from the group consisting of repeat length, repeat

unit size, and average base quality score ofthe flanking read.
In other certain versions, each of the plurality of bins

encompassesa different value or plurality of values for each
of repeat length, repeat unit size, and average base quality

score of the flanking read.

In some versions, obtaining the sequence-read mapping
comprises mapping the sequence reads from the subject

polynucleotide sequenceto the reference sequence. In some
versions, obtaining the sequence-read mapping comprises

mapping the sequencereads from the subject polynucleotide
sequenceto the reference sequence andthenlocally realign-

ing the aligned sequence reads around indel-containing

regions. In some versions, obtaining the sequence-read
mapping comprises sequencing the subject polynucleotide

sequence to obtain the sequence reads and mapping the
sequence reads to the reference sequence.

Another version of the invention comprises a processor.
The processor is configured to obtain a sequence-read map-

ping, wherein the sequence-read mapping comprises

sequence reads from a subject polynucleotide sequence
mapped to a reference sequence. The processor is also

configured to select flanking reads from the sequence reads,
wherein each flanking read spans a repeat in the reference

sequence in addition to one or more flanking bases on each
of two ends of the repeat, and wherein the selecting the

flanking reads from the sequencereadsresults in a flanking-

read mapping comprising the repeat and the flanking reads
that map thereto. The processoris also configured to extract

a sequence attribute from the flanking-read mapping. The
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4
processor is also configured to associate the extracted
sequence attribute with a genotyping error rate. The proces-

sor is also configured to calculate a genotype probability for

each flanking read from the genotyping error rate. The
processor is also configured to assign a genotype to the

subject polynucleotide sequence based on the genotype
probabilities calculated for the flanking reads, wherein the

genotype comprises a characteristic of a most probable of
the flanking reads. The genotype may comprise a repeat

length.

In some versions, the processor is configured to extract a
sequence attribute selected from the group consisting of

repeat length, repeat unit size, repeat unit sequence, repeat
purity, number of flanking-read flanking bases on each end

of the flanking read, number of exact matches between the
flanking-read flanking bases and the flanking bases on the

reference sequence, flanking-read length, flanking-base

sequence, numberof flanking sequences mappedperrepeat,
numberof substitutions in the flanking read with respect to

the reference sequence, numberofinsertions in the flanking
read with respect to the reference sequence, numberoftotal

indels in the flanking read with respect to the reference
sequence, number of substitutions in the flanking-read

repeat with respect to the repeat in the reference sequence,

numberofinsertions in the flanking-read repeat with respect
to the repeat in the reference sequence, numberof total

indels in the flanking-read repeat with respect to the repeat
in the reference sequence, number of substitutions in the

flanking-read flanking bases with respect to the flanking
bases in the reference sequence, numberofinsertions in the

flanking-read flanking bases with respect to the flanking

basesin the reference sequence, numberoftotal indels in the
flanking-read flanking bases with respect to the flanking

bases in the reference sequence, average base quality score
of the flanking read, and mapping quality score.

In some versions, the processor is configured to extract a

sequence attribute selected from the group consisting of
repeat length, repeat unit size, and average base quality

score of the flanking read.
In some versions, the processor being configured to

associate the sequence attribute of the repeat with the
genotyping error rate comprises being configured to match

the sequence attribute with one of a plurality of bins of

partitioned sequence attribute values with known, corre-
sponding genotypingerror rates. Each oftheplurality ofbins

may encompassa different value or plurality of values for a
sequence attribute selected from the group consisting of

repeat length, repeat unit size, repeat unit sequence, repeat
purity, number of flanking-read flanking bases on each end

of the flanking read, number of exact matches between the

flanking-read flanking bases and the flanking bases on the
reference sequence, flanking-read length, flanking-base

sequence, numberof flanking sequences mappedperrepeat,
numberof substitutions in the flanking read with respect to

the reference sequence, numberofinsertions in the flanking
read with respect to the reference sequence, numberoftotal

indels in the flanking read with respect to the reference

sequence, number of substitutions in the flanking-read
repeat with respect to the repeat in the reference sequence,

numberofinsertions in the flanking-read repeat with respect
to the repeat in the reference sequence, numberof total

indels in the flanking-read repeat with respect to the repeat
in the reference sequence, number of substitutions in the

flanking-read flanking bases with respect to the flanking

bases in the reference sequence, numberofinsertions in the
flanking-read flanking bases with respect to the flanking

basesin the reference sequence, numberoftotal indels in the
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flanking-read flanking bases with respect to the flanking

bases in the reference sequence, average base quality score

of the flanking read, and mapping quality score. More

specifically, each of the plurality of bins may encompass a
different value or plurality of values for a sequenceattribute

selected from the group consisting of repeat length, repeat
unit size, and average base quality score ofthe flanking read.

In some versions, each of the plurality of bins may encom-

pass a different value or plurality ofvalues for each of repeat
length, repeat unit size, and average base quality score of the

flanking read.
The present invention preferably uses BAM formats for

inputting high-throughput sequencing data and VCF and
other formats to output genotypes. The present invention

may be used with a variety of multi-core processors.

The present invention is advantageous in that it can
identify mononucleotide repeats, assign genotypes to a

significantly higher percentage of repeat sequences, and
maximize correctly mapped reads while minimizing incor-

rectly mapped reads. The invention offers advantages in
optimizing read mapping for microsatellite repeat genotyp-

ing, identifying genotyping errors through evaluation of

genotype consistency with the Mendelian inheritance theory,
and uses commonformats to ensure compatibility with other

variant callers and existing genotyping pipelines. The inven-
tion can improve studies of genomestability and neurode-

generative diseases.
The objects and advantages of the invention will appear

more fully from the following detailed description of the

preferred embodimentofthe invention made in conjunction
with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 depicts a schematic overview of an exemplary

method of the present invention.

FIG. 2 outlines exemplary sub-steps for the steps shown
in FIG.1.

FIG. 3 shows an exemplary system of the present inven-
tion comprising a genotyping module 10 configured to

import sequence reads from a sequencer 8 and further
configured to output genotypes to an external module 12.

FIGS. 4 and B show completeness (FIG. 4A) and internal

concordance (FIG. 4B) of microsatellite repeat genotypes in
the Drosophila genome as a function of repeat length for

various base read lengths. A single matching base on each
side of the repeat was required for a read to be scored and

two or more scorable reads were required to determine a
repeat genotype. The plotted values are the mean complete-

ness or concordance values of repeats that are at least 80%

pure and each data pointreflects an average for repeats with
a reference length within 2 bases ofthe plotted repeat length.

FIG. 5 depicts the numberofrepeats as a function of allele
length difference and showsthat short reads exhibit a bias

towards shorter alleles. The difference between the deter-
mined genotype andthe reference repeat length wastallied

for 6,908 (out of 390,873) repeats for which different

genotypes were obtained in the same inbred line from
45-base (open bars) versus 75-base (solid bars) reads. Per-

mutation testing (1000 trials) indicates that the bias toward
shorter alleles evident in the 45 baselibraries is significant

(for clarity, only the upper half of 95% confidence intervals
are shown).

FIGS. 6A and B depict completeness (FIG. 6A) and

concordance (FIG. 6B) as a function of repeat length for
various repeat unit sizes, showing that shorter unit length

have lower completeness (FIG. 6A) and lower concordance
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6
(FIG. 6B). The values plotted are the mean completeness or
concordance values where each data point reflects an aver-

age for repeats with a reference length within 2 bases of the

plotted repeat length.
FIGS. 7A and B depict completeness (FIG. 7A) and

concordance (FIG. 7B) as a function of repeat length for
various numbers of required matching flank bases, showing

that increasing the required number of matching flank bases
between a read and the reference leads to an increase in

concordance (FIG. 7A) but decrease in completeness (FIG.

7B). The minimum required number of matching flanking
bases, for a read to be scored, was incremented from zero to

five. Two or more scorable reads were required to determine
a repeat genotype. The values plotted are the mean com-

pleteness or concordance values where each data point
reflects an average for repeats with a reference length within

2 bases of the plotted repeat length.

FIG. 8A depicts the mean numberofalleles as a function
ofrepeat length for various degrees of repeat purity. FIG. 8B

depicts the mean numberofalleles as a function of repeat
length for various repeat unit sizes. FIGS. 8A and B show

that variability is positively correlated with purity (FIG. 8A)
and negatively correlated with unit size (FIG. 8B). Corre-

lations were made using genotypes ofpure repeats (2mers to

5mers) that were derived from genomes sequenced with a
read length of at least 75 bases. Data points were plotted at

each reference length bin interval that contained at least 25
repeats. The values plotted are the mean completeness or

concordance values where each data point reflects an aver-
age for repeats with a reference length within 2 bases of the

plotted repeat length.

FIG. 9 depicts whole-unit variation versus repeat length
for various repeat unit sizes. The tendency for changes in

repeat length to occur in the form ofinsertions and deletions
of whole repeated units increases with tract length. The

percent in-phase values of uninterrupted 2mer, 3mer, 4mer,

and 5mer repeats approached a plateau at repeat lengths of
13, 20, 23, and 27 bases respectively, where length-changes

are close to 100% in-phase. Genotypesfor pure repeats were
determined in all the DGRP lines if there were at least two

scorable reads and a read wasscoredif it spanned the repeat
region with 3 or more matching flank bases on either side of

the repeat.

FIGS. 10A-D depict the numberof repeats as a function
of difference in allele length for repeats with 2mer repeat

units (FIG. 10A), 3mer repeat units (FIG. 10B), 4mer repeat
units (FIG. 10C), and Smer repeat units (FIG. 10D).

Changes in repeat length typically occur in the form of
insertions and deletions ofwhole repeated units. The plotted

dataset consisted of repeats that were at least 90% pure, with

a minimum reference repeat length of 13, 20, 23, and 27
bases for 2mers, 3mers, 4mers, and Smers, respectively.

Genotypes were determined if there were at least two
scorable reads and a read wasscoredif it spanned the repeat

region with 3 or more matching flank bases on either side of
the repeat.

FIGS.11A and B depictthe distributions of repeat lengths

in Drosophila and human genomes. The heights of the bars
indicate the frequency of repeats at various lengths. FIG.

11A showsthe frequencyofall repeats 80% pure or greater.
FIG. 11B shows the frequency of pure repeats. The solid

portions indicate the fraction repeats that can be genotyped
based on measurement of completeness described herein

using reads that are at least 100 bases. Drosophila data is

plotted with black bars and humandata is plotted with gray
bars. The insets depict the frequency values ofrepeat lengths

of 60-69 through 100+ at greater resolution.
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FIG. 12A depicts an outline of an exemplary method of

the present invention. Reads are mapped andrealigned, and

a set of reads spanning reference repeats are retained.

Genotypes are assigned with consideration of the a priori

error rate O.,,,.,, Which comes from the appropriate error

profile and is used in theprior distribution ofallele and error

probabilities n(Ola, g,). The probability of each genotype

suggested by the data is estimated in a Bayesian fashion, and

the most probable genotype amongtheseis called.

FIG. 12B shows a schematic of exemplary array of bins

of various repeat lengths, repeat unit sizes, and average base

qualities and associated discordant and concordant read

frequencies associated therewith.
FIG. 13 shows the performance of various methods for

mapping reads to reference repeats. Mapping accuracy is
determined using simulated 100 bp Illumina reads (with a

coverage of 15x) and is assessed by measuring the propor-

tion of incorrectly mapped reads as a function of the
proportion of correctly mapped reads under different map-

ping quality thresholds. Variations of Bowtie2 are fully
described as follows: bowtie2 (Bowtie2 with default set-

tings), bowtie2-high (Bowtie2 using the highest sensitivity
setting), bowtie2-local (Bowtie2 with default sensitivity and

soft-clipping) and bowtie2-local-high (Bowtie2 using the

highest sensitivity and soft-clipping).

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

FIG. 1 depicts a schematic overview of an exemplary

methodofthe present invention. In afirst step 1, a sequence-
read mapping is obtained. The sequence-read mapping com-

prises one or more sequencereads from a subject polynucle-

otide sequence that are mapped (aligned) to a reference
sequence. In a second step 2, flanking reads are obtained.

Flanking reads comprise the sequence reads that overlap at
least an entire repeat on the reference sequence in the

sequence-read mapping.In athird step 3, sequenceattributes

are extracted. The extracted sequence attributes pertain to
characteristics of the flanking reads, the repeats to which the

flanking reads map,or the alignmentofthe flanking reads to
the repeats are extracted. In a fourth step 4, candidate

genotypes for the subject polynucleotide are obtained (as-
signed). The assignmentis preferably based at least in part

on previously determined error rates associated with

sequenceattributes that are similar to the extracted sequence
attributes. In preferred versions of the invention, the steps of

selecting flanking reads, extracting sequenceattributes, and
obtaining candidate genotypes are performed for each repeat

in the reference sequence. In a fifth step, the assigned
genotypes for the subject polynucleotide are output for

downstream use.

FIG. 2 outlines optional sub-steps for the first through
fourth steps shown in FIG. 1. For example, obtaining the

sequence-read mapping 1 may comprise selecting an algo-
rithm and parameters for an accurate alignment, removing

duplicate sequence reads from the resulting alignment, and
locally realigning the sequence reads around indel-contain-

ing regions. Selecting the flanking reads 2 may be optimized

to maximize genotype accuracy along with the number of
genotypes that can be assigned to a particular genome.

Extracting sequence attributes 3 may comprise parsing the
flanking reads for such sequenceattributes as repeat length,

repeat unit size, flanking-read base quality, sequence of
repeat unit, repeat purity, sequence of flanking bases, num-

ber of flanking bases, presence or numberof indels within
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the repeat, and presence or numberofpoint mutations within
the repeat. Obtaining the candidate genotypes 4 may com-

prise generating genotype probabilities using prior-defined

error profiles based on particular sequence attributes. Het-
erozygosity may also be computed for diploid genomes.

The term “sequence” is used herein to refer to a linear
string of nucleotide bases in a nucleic acid (polynucleotide)

such as DNA and RNA.The term mayrefer to the actual
bases in the nucleic acid itself, or a representation of the

string of nucleotide bases in a text- or digital-based format,

such as FASTA, Binary Alignment/Map (BAM), Sequence
Alignment/Map (SAM), and Variant Call Format (VCF)

formats. In some formats, such as FASTA, the string of
nucleotide bases in a particular sequence is explicitly pre-

sented. In other formats, the string of nucleotide bases in a
particular sequence is implied by showing nucleotide

changes relative to a second sequence. Common abbrevia-

tions that represent the constituent bases in a DNA sequence
are as follows: A=adenine; C=cytosine; G=guanine;

T=thymine; R=G or A (purine); Y=T or C (pyrimidine);
K=G or T (keto); M=A or C (amino); S=G or C (strong

bonds); W=A or T (weak bonds); B=G, T, or C (all but A);
D=G,A,or T (all but C); H=A, C, or T (all but G); V=G, C,

or A (all but T); and N=A, G, C, or T (any). These

abbreviations are also commonly used for RNA, except with
U (uracil) replacing T (thymine).

As usedherein, “repeat,” used in reference to a portion of
sequence, refers to two or more contiguous, approximate

copies of a pattern of polynucleotides. Examples of repeats
are the polynucleotide structures knownintheart as “micro-

satellites,” “microsatellite repeats,” “simple sequence

repeats (SSRs),”or “short tandem repeats (STRs).” The term
“repeat unit” refers to the cluster of bases that is copied

within a repeat. The term “repeat unit size” refers to the
number of bases in the repeat unit. The term “repeat unit

sequence”refers to the sequenceof a repeat unit. The repeat

unit in any given repeat may comprise 1 to 10 or more bases
and may occur from 2 to 100 or more times within the

repeat. Repeats with repeat units of 2 to 6 bases are common
in genomic DNA.

A repeatis flanked on both the upstream (5') side and the
downstream (3') side by flanking bases, which disrupt and

effectively end the repetition of the repeat units on either

side of the repeat. The term “repeat length” refers to the
number of bases in a repeat between the flanking bases.

Repeat lengths can range from 2 to 100 or more bases.
Repeat lengths of less than about 60 bases, such as from

about 20 to 60 bases, are common.See, e.g., Example 1 and
FIGS. 11A and B.
A pure repeat is a repeat in which copies of the repeating

unit occur without interruption. An impurerepeatis a repeat
in which the copies of the repeating units are interrupted.

Various types of interruption can include an insertion of a
base within a repeat unit or between repeat units, a deletion

of a base from a repeat unit, or a substitution a base in a
repeat unit. The degree to which a repeatis pure is referred

to as its “purity.” A repeat’s purity can be expressed as a

percent purity. Percent purity can be determined by sub-
tracting the numberof interruptions in the pattern of repeat-

ing units within a given repeat from the repeat length, and
dividing the difference by the repeat length. See eg.,

Example 1 and FIG. 8A.
As outlined above, a repeat can be characterized by the

repeat length, the repeat unit size, the sequence ofthe repeat

unit, repeat purity, or other characteristics. These character-
istics can be determined with such programsas the Tandem

Repeats Finder (TRF) described by Benson.
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The reference sequence may comprise any known

sequencethat includes a repeat. The reference sequence may

have any length, provided it can accommodate a repeat. For

example, the reference sequence may have a size ranging

from 4 to about a trillion or more base pairs. In preferred

versions of the invention, the reference sequence represents

an individual’s genome or portion thereof, or a single

consensus of the genomes (or respective portions thereof)

from a collection of individuals in a given population. The

reference sequence is preferably used as a baseline for

genotyping non-reference sequences. Repeats in a reference

sequence can be identified by a number of methods. One

method, outlined in Example 1, includes identifying repeats

with such programs as Tandem Repeats Finder (TRF) (Ben-

son). Other methods are knownin theart.

The sequence read may comprise any sequence that is

capable of mapping to a reference sequence. The sequence

read may have any length, provided it can map to a reference

sequence. Exemplary sequence read lengths may range from

4 to about 5,000 bp or more. In certain versions of the

invention, such as those directed for use in some next-
generation sequencing methods, the sequence read lengths

may range from 4 to about 500 bp, including ranges of from

about 10 to about 400 bp, or about 30 to about 300 bp.
The sequencereads in the sequence-read mapping may be

obtained from sequencing a polynucleotide. Each sequence
read in such a case is the sequencethat results from a single

run of a sequencing reaction. Such sequence reads are
referred to herein as “sequencing reads.” The sequenced

polynucleotide may comprise a genome or any portion

thereof, including coding regions, non-coding regions, or
isolated genomic fragments. The sequenced polynucleotide

mayalternatively comprise a synthetic polynucleotide. Any
method of sequencing a polynucleotide known or developed

in the future can be used with the present invention. Exem-

plary methods include Maxam-Gilbert sequencing, chain-
termination (Sanger) sequencing, and the many types of

“next-generation” sequencing methods. Examples of next-
generation sequencing methods include massively parallel

signature sequencing (MPSS), polony sequencing, pyrose-
quencing, sequencing byligation, ion torrent semiconductor

sequencing, and DNAnanoball sequencing, heliscope single

molecule sequencing, and single molecule read time
(SMRT) sequencing. Examples of commercialized versions

of these or other next-generation sequencing methods
include the SOLiD® Next Generation Sequencing platform

by Life Technologies (Carlsbad, Calif.), the 454 Sequenc-
ing™ platform from 454 Life Sciences (Roche Applied

Science, Basel, Switzerland), and the sequencing by syn-

thesis sequencing platform by Tlumina® (San Diego,
Calif.). The invention is particularly suited for genotyping

with the shorter sequencing reads that result from the
next-generation sequencing methods. While the sequence

reads are preferably derived from the sequencing of an
actual polynucleotide, synthetic sequence reads generated in

silico can also be used in the present invention.

One aspect of the invention comprises obtaining a
sequence-read mapping that has one or more sequence reads

mapped to a reference sequence. The sequence-read map-
ping can be obtained by aligning the sequence reads to the

reference sequence using any of a number of mapping
algorithms knownin the art. Exemplary mapping algorithms

include Bowtie2 (Langmeadet al.), BWA (Li and Durbin

2010), Novoalign (Novocraft Technologies), Stampy
(Lunter et al.) and SMALT (Wellcome Trust Sanger Insti-

tute). See Example 2. The sequence-read mapping can also
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be obtained by incorporating a pre-generated sequence-read
mapping into a genotyping module 10, as described in

further detail below.

A suitable sequence-read mapping for use in the present
invention comprises at least one sequence read mappedto at

least one repeat on the reference sequence. It is preferred for
accuracy in genotyping, however, that the sequence-read

mapping comprises a plurality of reads per repeat. Preferred
coverage of the repeat (number of sequence reads mapped

per repeat) comprises at least about 2x coverage, at least

about 5x coverage, at least about 10x coverage, at least
about 15x coverage, at least about 20x coverage, or more.

Such coverage is preferably obtained for at least one repeat
in the reference sequence. Such coverage is preferably

obtained for more than one repeat in the reference sequence,
including at least about 25% of the repeats in the reference

sequence, at least about 50% of the repeats in the reference

sequence, or at least about 75% of the repeats in the
reference sequence.
An advantage of the present invention is that it can make

genotyping calls with minimal coverage data. Therefore, in

versions of the invention, the sequence-read mapping can
comprise coverage of the repeat less than about 20x cover-

age, less than about 15x coverage, less than about 10x

coverage, and less than about 5x coverage, such as about 3x
or about 2x coverage. Such coverage may occur for at least

one repeat in the reference sequence. Such coverage may
also occur for more than one repeat in the reference

sequence, including at least about 25% of the repeats in the
reference sequence, at least about 50% ofthe repeats in the

reference sequence, or at least about 75% of the repeats in

the reference sequence.
Several steps can be performed on the initial sequence-

read mapping obtained from the mapping algorithm to
generate a more accurate sequence-read mapping, thereby

facilitating more accurate genotyping. One step includes

marking and/or eliminating duplicate sequence reads. Dupli-
cate sequence reads can originate from DNA preparation

methods and can causes biases that skew the genotyping
results. The duplicate reads in a sequence-read mapping can

be marked using the Picard program available from the
Broad Institute (Cambridge Mass.).

Another step that can be performed on the initial

sequence-read mapping is local realignment. Local realign-
ment locally realigns reads such that the number of mis-

matching bases is minimized across all the reads. A large
percent of regions requiring local realignment are due to the

presence of an insertion or deletion (indels) in a subject
sequence with respect to a reference sequence. Such align-

mentartifacts result in many bases mismatching the refer-

ence near the misalignment, which are easily mistaken as
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Moreover, since

read mapping algorithms operate on each read indepen-
dently, they fail to place reads on the reference genome such

that mismatches are minimized across all reads. Conse-
quently, even when somereads are correctly mapped with

indels, reads covering the indel near just the start or end of

the read are often incorrectly mapped with respect the true
indel, also requiring realignment. Local realignment trans-

forms regions with misalignments due to indels into clean
reads containing a consensus indel suitable for standard

variant discovery approaches. A preferred tool for perform-
ing local realignment is the GATK IndelRealigner tool

available from the Broad Institute (Cambridge Mass.).

An additional aspect of the invention comprises selecting
flanking reads from the sequence reads in the sequence-read

mapping. The term “flanking read” is used to refer to a
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sequence read that spans an entire repeat in the reference
sequence.In preferred versionsofthe invention,the flanking

read spans a repeat in the reference sequencein addition to

one or more flanking bases on each of the two endsof the
repeat. In various versions of the invention, the flanking

reads may comprise sequence reads that span at least one
flanking base on each of the two endsofthe repeat, at least

two flanking bases on each of the two ends of the repeat, at
least three flanking bases on each of the two ends of the

repeat, at least four flanking bases on each of the two ends

of the repeat, or at least five flanking bases on each of the
two endsofthe repeat. In preferred versionsofthe invention,

the flanking reads comprise perfect matches for at least at
least one flanking base on each of the two endsofthe repeat,

perfect matchesfor at least two flanking bases on each of the
two ends of the repeat, perfect matches for at least three

flanking bases on each of the two endsofthe repeat, perfect

matches for at least four flanking bases on each of the two
ends of the repeat, or perfect matches for at least five

flanking bases on each ofthe two endsofthe repeat. The step
of selecting flanking reads may be performed separately for

any numberofthe repeats in the reference sequence. Select-
ing the flanking reads effectively generates a flanking-read

mapping, which comprises the flanking reads that map to a

single repeat as well as the repeat itself. Each flanking read
comprises either an exact or an inexact copy of the repeat

and the flanking bases spanned by the flanking read. The
term “flanking-read repeat” refers to the copy of the repeat

represented in the flanking read. The term “flanking-read
flanking base” refers to the copy of any flanking base

represented in the flanking read.

An additional aspect ofthe invention comprises extracting
sequenceattributes from the flanking-read mapping. As used

herein, “sequence attribute” refers to any characteristic of a
flanking read, a repeat and/or flanking bases on a reference

sequence to which the flanking read maps, and/or an align-

mentofthe flanking read to the reference sequence. The step
of extracting sequence attributes may be performed sepa-

rately for any number of the repeats in the reference
sequence and each flanking read mapping thereto. Exem-

plary types of sequence attributes include repeat length,
repeat unit size, repeat unit sequence, repeat purity, number

of flanking-read flanking bases on each end ofthe flanking

read, number of exact matches between the flanking-read
flanking bases and the flanking bases on the reference

sequence, flanking-read length, flanking-base sequence,
numberof flanking sequences mappedperrepeat, number of

substitutions in the flanking read with respect to the refer-
ence sequence, number of insertions in the flanking read

with respect to the reference sequence, number of total

indels in the flanking read with respect to the reference
sequence, number of substitutions in the flanking-read

repeat with respect to the repeat in the reference sequence,
numberofinsertions in the flanking-read repeat with respect

to the repeat in the reference sequence, numberof total
indels in the flanking-read repeat with respect to the repeat

in the reference sequence, number of substitutions in the

flanking-read flanking bases with respect to the flanking
bases in the reference sequence, numberofinsertions in the

flanking-read flanking bases with respect to the flanking
basesin the reference sequence, numberoftotal indels in the

flanking-read flanking bases with respect to the flanking
bases in the reference sequence, average base quality score

of the flanking read, and mapping quality score.

Methods for determining and, therefore, extracting such
sequenceattributes as repeat length, repeat unit size, repeat

unit sequence, repeat purity, number of flanking-read flank-
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ing bases on each endofthe flanking read, numberof exact
matches between the flanking-read flanking bases and the

flanking bases on the reference sequence, flanking-read

length, flanking-base sequence, number of flanking
sequences mapped perrepeat, numberof substitutions in the

flanking read with respect to the reference sequence, number
of insertions in the flanking read with respect to the refer-

ence sequence, numberoftotal indels in the flanking read
with respect to the reference sequence, number of substitu-

tions in the flanking-read repeat with respectto the repeat in

the reference sequence, numberofinsertions in the flanking-
read repeat with respect to the repeat in the reference

sequence, numberoftotal indels in the flanking-read repeat
with respect to the repeat in the reference sequence, number

of substitutions in the flanking-read flanking bases with
respect to the flanking bases in the reference sequence,

numberofinsertions in the flanking-read flanking bases with

respect to the flanking bases in the reference sequence, and
numberof total indels in the flanking-read flanking bases

with respect to the flanking bases in the reference sequence
are apparent from the foregoing description.

The base quality score of a given base in a sequencing
read is the probability that the base is called incorrectly by

a sequencer. Each base in a read is assigned a quality score

by a Phred-like algorithm (Ewing and Hillier et al., Ewing
and Green), similar to that originally developed for Sanger

sequencing experiments. The quality score of a given base,
Q, is defined by the equation:

Q=-10 logiole)

wheree is the estimated probability of the base call being

wrong. A higher quality score indicates a smaller probability
of error. A quality score of 20 (Q20) represents an errorrate

of 1 in 100, with a corresponding call accuracy of 99%. A
quality score of 30 (Q30) represents an error rate of 1 in

1000, with a corresponding call accuracy of 99.9%. An

exemplary tool for determining base quality scores is the
BaseRecalibrator tool available from the Broad Institute.

Other tools are known in the art. The average base quality
score of the flanking read can be calculated by averaging the

quality scores of each of the bases in the flanking read.
Mapping quality scores indicate the confidence that a

particular sequence read is accurately placed with respect to

a reference sequence. A method for determining mapping
quality scores are provided by Li et al. 2008. Mapping

quality scores are provided by the mapping algorithms
described herein after mapping a sequencereadto a refer-

ence sequence.
A further aspect of the invention comprises associating

the extracted sequence attributes with a genotyping error

rate. The term “error rate” refers to the rate at which a
genotype is called in error. Associating the extracted

sequenceattributes with a genotyping errorrate is preferably
performed by using the extracted sequence attributes to

identify empirically derived genotyping error rates associ-
ated with previous genotyping using sequence reads and

reference sequences having similar sequenceattributes. The

term “genotyping” is used herein to refer to making a
determination whether a particular characteristic of a

sequence read, such as a flanking read, represents either a
true characteristic of a subject sequence from which the

sequence read is derived or an artifact. Various artifacts that
may appear in a sequence read may comprise sequencing

artifacts, e.g., artifactual indels or substitutions appearing in

the sequence read; mapping artifacts, e.g. matching a
sequence read to an incorrect repeat or misaligning a

sequence read with respect to a repeat on which it is
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correctly matched; or others. Accordingly, the error rate can
account for various types of factors that may affect geno-

typing, including sequencingerror, e.g., error resulting from

the sequencing process; computererror, e.g., error resulting
from mapping,etc., and biological factors, e.g., the propen-

sity of a certain type of repeat to mutate uponreplication. In
the case of genotyping repeats, the characteristic that is

assigned in genotyping is preferably the repeat length,
although other characteristics such as SNPs, indels,etc., can

also be assigned.

Different error rates can be associated with the extracted
sequence attributes for each repeat or each flanking read,

depending on the particular extracted sequence attribute.
Such versions of the invention are distinguished from ver-

sions in which a constanterror rate is employed for each and
every repeat and sequence read. See Example 2.

The extracted sequence attributes can be associated with

the known genotyping error rates by partitioning the
sequenceattributes from prior genotyping in bins along with

the corresponding knownerror rates, matching the extracted
sequence attributes with a bin encompassing the same

attributes, and assigning the genotyping error rate from the
matchedbin to the extracted sequence attributes. In order for

the matching to occur, the partitioned sequence attributes

should be of the same type as the extracted sequence
attributes. The partitioned sequenceattributes can therefore

be selected from repeat length, repeat unit size, repeat unit
sequence, repeat purity, number of flanking-read flanking

bases on each end of the flanking read, number of exact
matches between the flanking-read flanking bases and the

flanking bases on the reference sequence, flanking-read

length, flanking-base sequence, number of flanking
sequences mapped perrepeat, numberof substitutions in the

flanking read with respect to the reference sequence, number
of insertions in the flanking read with respect to the refer-

ence sequence, numberoftotal indels in the flanking read

with respect to the reference sequence, number of substitu-
tions in the flanking-read repeat with respectto the repeat in

the reference sequence, numberofinsertions in the flanking-
read repeat with respect to the repeat in the reference

sequence, numberoftotal indels in the flanking-read repeat
with respect to the repeat in the reference sequence, number

of substitutions in the flanking-read flanking bases with

respect to the flanking bases in the reference sequence,
numberofinsertions in the flanking-read flanking bases with

respect to the flanking bases in the reference sequence,
numberof total indels in the flanking-read flanking bases

with respect to the flanking bases in the reference sequence,
average base quality score of the flanking read, and mapping

quality score, among others.

For the partitioning of each sequenceattribute type, each
bin can encompass a single sequence attribute value or a

plurality of sequence attribute values for that type. The
plurality of sequence attribute values can comprise a range

of values or any other grouping of values. For example, if
the sequenceattribute type is a quantitative variable, such as

average base quality score, each bin can encompassa single

sequenceattribute value (e.g., a single base quality score) or
a range of sequence attribute values (e.g., range of base

quality scores). If the sequenceattribute type is a qualitative
variable, such as repeat unit sequence, each unique repeat

unit sequence can bepartitioned into its own bin. However,
if it is empirically determined that certain repeat unit

sequences result in the same genotyping error rate, these

repeat unit sequences can be grouped in the same bin. The
sequenceattribute type can be partitioned according to any

suitable numberof bins, including 2-10 or more.
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The partitioning of bins can be based on a single sequence

attribute type or a plurality of sequence attributes types. If

the partitioning is based on a single sequenceattribute type,

each bin can encompass the knownerror rate corresponding

to one or more valuesfor that type of sequenceattribute. The

bins in such a case comprise a unidimensional errorprofile.

If the partitioning is based on a plurality of sequence

attribute types, each bin can encompassthe knownerrorrate

corresponding to the combination of one or more values for

each of the plurality of sequence attributes types contained

in the bin. The bins in such a case comprise multidimen-

sional error profile with each dimension representing a

different sequence attribute.

Once the extracted sequenceattributes are associated with

a genotypingerrorrate, the probability of each flanking read

representing a true genotype, rather than an artifact, is

calculated. Calculating the genotype probabilities is prefer-

ably performed by incorporating the genotypingerrorrate as

a prior in Bayes’ rule. Exemplary terms and equations for

performing such calculations are described in detail in

Example 2. A genotype is then assigned to the subject
sequence based on the calculated genotype probabilities. In

the preferred version of the invention, the assigned genotype

is the most probable genotype. In some versions of the
invention, a genotype is assigned only if the most probable

genotype has a probability greater than about 50%.
The steps described above can be implemented in numer-

ous ways, including as a process; an apparatus; a system; a
composition of matter; a computer program product embod-

ied on a computer readable storage medium; and/or a

processor, such as a processor configured to execute instruc-
tions stored on and/or provided by a memory coupled to the

processor. Unless stated otherwise, a component such as a
processor or a memory described as being configured to

perform a task may be implemented as a general component

that is temporarily configured to perform the task at a given
time or a specific component that is manufactured to per-

form the task. As used herein, the term ‘processor’ refers to
one or more devices, circuits, and/or processing cores con-

figured to process data, such as computer program instruc-
tions.

In one version of the invention, shown in FIG. 3, the

various steps described above are implemented on a geno-
typing module 10 comprising a processor configured to

carry out the steps. The steps carried out on the genotyping
module 10 may include the steps of obtaining the sequence-

read mapping, selecting the flanking reads, extracting
sequence attributes, and obtaining candidate genotypes, as

depicted in FIGS. 1 and 2. The step of obtaining the

sequence-read mapping performed by the genotyping mod-
ule 10 mayinclude a step of mapping the sequence reads to

the reference sequence,or, alternatively, may include incor-
porating a pre-formed sequence-read mapping therein. The

genotyping module 10 mayalso includethe steps of remov-
ing duplicate reads and/or locally realigning the reads. The

step of obtaining candidate genotypes may comprise asso-

ciating the extracted sequenceattributes with a genotyping
error rate, calculating genotype probabilities for each flank-

ing read from the genotyping error rate, and assigning a
genotype to a subject polynucleotide sequence based on the

genotype probabilities for each flanking read, as described
above. The error profiles (1.e., binned sequence attributes

from prior genotyping) are stored in a database. The data-

base is either contained within the genotyping module 10
itself or is stored on a separate module that is accessible by

the genotyping module 10.
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As shown in FIG. 3, the genotyping module 3 is config-

ured to incorporate sequence reads generated from sequenc-

ing a subject polynucleotide sequence with a sequencer 8.

The sequence reads are incorporated either as sequence
reads unmapped to a reference sequence or as sequence
reads mapped to a reference sequence. The genotyping
module 3 then genotypes the subject polynucleotide

sequence with the sequence reads. The genotyping module

3 can then output the genotypes in any of a number of
formats (VCF, alignments, etc.; see step 5 in FIG. 2) to an

external module 12. Any of a numberof downstream appli-
cations can then be performed, such as diagnosing disease or

other applications as described elsewhere herein.
The elements and method steps described herein can be

used in any combination whether explicitly described or not.

All combinations of method steps as used herein can be
performed in any order, unless otherwise specified or clearly

implied to the contrary by the context in which the refer-
enced combination is made.

As used herein, the singular forms “a,” “an,” and “the”
include plural referents unless the content clearly dictates

otherwise.

Numerical ranges as used herein are intended to include
every numberand subset of numbers contained within that

range, whether specifically disclosed or not. Further, these
numerical ranges should be construed as providing support

for a claim directed to any number or subset of numbers in
that range. For example, a disclosure of from 1 to 10 should

be construed as supporting a range of from 2 to 8, from 3 to

7, from 5 to 6, from 1 to 9, from 3.6 to 4.6, from 3.5 to 9.9,
and so forth.

All patents, patent publications, and peer-reviewed pub-
lications (1.e., “references’’) cited herein are expressly incor-

porated by reference to the same extent as if each individual

reference were specifically and individually indicated as
being incorporated by reference. In case of conflict between

the present disclosure and the incorporated references, the
present disclosure controls.

It is understood that the invention is not confined to the
particular construction and arrangement of parts herein

illustrated and described, but embraces such modified forms

thereof as come within the scope of the claims.

EXAMPLES

Example 1—Analysis of Microsatellite Variation in
Drosophila melanogaster with Population-Scale

Genome Sequencing

Summary

Genome sequencing technologies promise to revolution-
ize the understanding of genetics, evolution, and disease by

making it feasible to survey a broad spectrum of sequence
variation on a population scale. However, this potential can

only be realized to the extent that methods for extracting and
interpreting distinct forms of variation can be established.

The error profiles and read length limitations of early

versions of next-generation sequencing technologies ren-
dered them ineffective for some sequence variant types,

particularly microsatellites and other tandem repeats, and
fostered the general misconception that such variants are

inherently inaccessible to these platforms. At the same time,
tandem repeats have emerged as important sources of func-

tional variation. Tandem repeats are often located in and

around genes, and frequent mutations in their lengths exert
quantitative effects on gene function and phenotype, rapidly

degrading linkage disequilibrium between markers and
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traits. Sensitive identification of these variants in large-scale
next-generation sequencing efforts will enable more com-

prehensive association studies capable of revealing previ-

ously invisible associations. The example below presents a
population-scale analysis of microsatellite repeats using

whole-genome data from 158 inbred isolates from the
Drosophila Genetics Reference Panel, a collection of over

200 extensively phenotypically characterized isolates from a
single natural population, to uncover processes underlying

repeat mutation and to enable associations with behavioral,

morphological, and life-history traits. Analysis of repeat
variation from next-generation sequence data will also

enhance studies of genomestability and neurodegenerative
diseases.

Background
Advances in genome technology are accelerating the

understanding of the genetic basis for commontraits and

diseases. Large-scale efforts such as the HapMap Project
have producedan initial catalog of genetic variants, primar-

ily single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), that has facili-
tated association studies with phenotypes (Altshuyleret al.).

The advent of accurate and cost-effective next-generation
sequencing methods has now enabled the production ofeven

more detailed mapsof genetic variation. The 1000 Genomes

Project and the Cancer GenomeAtlas Project, for example,
promise to illuminate genetic population structure and the

genetic contribution to trait and disease phenotypes (Durbin
et al.; TCGA 2008 Nature). However, an issue of missing

heritability has been identified in many association studies,
even for strongly heritable traits such as height (Langoet al).

The paucity of identified genetic determinants in genome-

wide association studies may bepartially explained by their
reliance on high-frequency SNPs. At least in part due to

technical limitations, the potential contributions of other
forms of variation remains less fully explored (Manolio et

al.).

Although much-used in the heyday of genetic linkage
studies, polymorphic short tandem repeats, or microsatel-

lites, were largely rendered obsolete as genetic markers by
the advent of genotyping microarrays, and are not broadly

employed in genome-wide association studies (Hannon).
However, tandem repeats continue to be broadly utilized as

markers for genomeinstability and prognostic indicators for

some forms of cancer (Lynch et al., Reuschenbacketal.).
The roles of tandem repeats as causative agents of disease

has been defined for a wide range of neurological and
morphological disorders (Lopez et al., Orr, Albrecht et al.

2005). Furthermore, coding microsatellites are enriched in
transcription factors and other regulatory proteins, where

changes in repeat length exert incremental impacts on gene

function (Gerber et al., Albrecht et al. 2004, Verstrepen et
al.). Variations in the lengths of noncoding repeats in the

promoters of genes have been shownto quantitatively affect
transcription and can facilitate transcriptional plasticity

(Vinces et al.). Emerging evidence implicates coding and
noncoding microsatellites as important sources of common

genetic variation in morphological and behavioral traits in

numerous species, including bacteria, yeast, flies, mice,
dogs, and humans (Gemayelet al.).

Despite the functional importance and unparalleled phy-
logenetic signal provided by tandem repeat variation, tech-

nical challenges have prevented its inclusion in the recent
spate of “comprehensive” genomic variation analyses

(Manolio et al., Melver et al.). Genotyping microsatellite

repeats using next-generation sequencing is challenging for
several reasons. At minimum, an individual read must span

the entire repeat plus some flanking non-repetitive sequence
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for reliable local alignmentandallele length determination.
Furthermore, since repeats are abundant in most genomes,

substantial additional unique sequence must be present in

either the same read, or more commonly within its paired-
end mate, to correctly map a repeat-containing read to the

reference genome. The error spectra of some next-genera-
tion platforms further complicate the reliable ascertainment

of repeat allele lengths. These issues extend beyond the
well-known problems with mononucleotide repeats for the

Roche 454 platform (454 Life Sciences, Roche, Branford,

Conn.), affecting essentially all repeat types and platforms to
some extent (Albers et al.). However, the advent of paired-

end sequencing and increasingly longer read lengths are
enabling moresensitive and accurate detection of structural

variants and other problematic sequence variations (Albers
et al., Bashir et al., Mills and Walter et al. 2011).

The present example introduces a method to accurately

genotype microsatellite repeats from next-generation
sequencing data and presents a population-scale analysis of

microsatellite repeats using assemblies of whole-genome
IIlumina (lumina Inc., San Diego, Calif.) data from 158

inbred isolates from the Drosophila Genetics Reference
Panel (Mackayetal.). These lines are a subset of nearly 200

extensively phenotypically characterized isolates from a

single natural population from the Raleigh, N.C., USA area.
The example shows that nearly a third of the 390,873

examined microsatellites are variable within this population,
and confirmed a sample of these by Sanger sequencing.

Next, the example shows that these polymorphic repeats
generally conform to accepted models for repeat evolution

in that repeat variation is predominantly in the form of

insertions or deletions of whole repeat units, and polymor-
phism is correlated with repeat length and purity (i.e. fewer

interruptions in the repeat sequence). These data help illu-
minate the processes underlying repeat mutation and will be

instrumental in determining the contribution of repeats to

quantitative variation in behavioral, morphological, and
life-history traits.

Methods
Identifying Microsatellite Repeats from the Drosophila Ref-

erence
Microsatellites were identified in the Drosophila melano-

gaster reference genome (release 5.13) using TRF v4.04

(Benson) using parameters “2 5 5 80 10 14 5,”andfiltered
to remove redundanthits. Microsatellites within or adjacent

to regions that preclude unique mapping were excluded,
including larger repetitive elements and heterochromatin.

Transposons and other repetitive elements that confound
short read mapping were identified using RepeatMasker

(version 20071705; library release 20061006; -s setting).

RepeatMasker results were filtered to remove all “Sim-
ple_repeat” and “Low_complexity”hits, and TRF-identified

microsatellites occurring within 20 bases with of a Repeat-
Maskerinterval were removed. This reduced the microsat-

ellite set from 634,892 regions to 556,361. A disproportion-
ate number of the removed microsatellites were in

heterochromatin and unscaffolded contigs (which are also

mostly heterochromatin). The heterochromatic regions were
therefore from analysis. The final set included 390,873

microsatellites.
Mapping Illumina Whole-Genome from the DGRP Lines

Methods for library preparation and sequencing are
described elsewhere (Mackayetal.). For the present study,

all of the sequences for all 158 lines were mapped to the

Dmel 5.13 reference genome using BWA (version 0.5.8c)
with the “-n 5 -o 1 -e 3 -1 25” parameters (Li and Durbin

2009).
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Microsatellite Genotype Inference

For each TRF-identified microsatellite, genotypes were

scored by allele length, or the number of sequenced bases

within a read separating the non-repetitive flanking bound-

aries aligned to the reference, irrespective of intervening

alignment gaps. This approach ensures that insertions or

deletions aligned to different portions of the repeat region in

different reads are not scored as distinct alleles.

Correlations to Length, Unit Size, and Purity

To examinethe relationships between unit size or purity

and variability, genotypes of microsatellites of given unit

sizes and purity values were analyzed to determine the

number of unique alleles found within the DGRP dataset.

The TRF-reported unit size and purity values were used to

categorize the microsatellites by unit size or purity, while the

most frequently observedallele length in the population was

used for repeat length. Repeats were binned by length, and

the mean numberofdistinct alleles for each bin was deter-

mined.

Bootstrapping Analysis

To evaluate the significance of allelic bias in 45-base

versus 75-base libraries, 1,000 frequency distributions of

allele length difference at discordant loci were created using

microsatellites randomly sampled from the original set with

replacement. For each allele length difference bin, the fre-

quency values from each of these 1,000 randomizedsets of

repeats were sorted into increasing order and the 2.5th and

97.5th percentiles were plotted.

Exclusion of Residual Heterozygosity

Regions of apparent heterozygosity within individual

lines on the basis of heterozygous SNP genotypes were

obtained from the DGRP project site (Mackay et al.).

Chromosomal arms were excluded from individual lines for

concordance measurements if more than 5% of single

nucleotide polymorphism sites were scored as heterozygous.

Results

Length Distribution of Repeats in the Drosophila Melano-

gaster Reference Sequence

Sequence read length determines the upper bound of

repeat allele lengths that can be reliably determined by DNA

sequencing.It is therefore useful to examine the distribution
of repeat lengths in the finished D. melanogaster reference

genome to estimate the proportion of microsatellite loci
expected to be within reach of short read libraries. All

perfect and imperfect microsatellite repeats with a unit

length of up to five nucleotides from build 5.13 of the D.
melanogaster nuclear DNA reference sequence were iden-

tified (see Methods above). About 12% of these microsat-
ellites reside within or adjacentto larger repetitive elements,

in heterochromatic regions, or in unscaffolded contigs to
which reads cannot be uniquely mapped, and were excluded

from further consideration (Table 1). Of a total of 390,873

microsatellite repeats satisfying minimum length and purity
specifications, 92,047 (24%) were mononucleotides, 58,153

(15%) were dinucleotides, 95,234 (24%) were trinucle-
otides, 78,264 (20%) were tetranucleotides, and 67,175

(17%) were pentanucleotides. The median repeat length was
11 bases (range 7-651), and 90% ofrepeats were shorter than

23 nucleotides. Over 98% of microsatellites were accessible

to the shortest reads employed in the DGRP sequencing
libraries (45 bases), while only 165 repeats (0.04%) were

beyondthe reach of the longest reads (110 bases).
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TABLE 1
 

Numberofidentified microsatellites and their

association with repetitive elements by chromosome.

 

Chromosome Total microsats Number (%) in REs”

2L 103,467 6,444 (6)
2LHet 1,083 837 77)
2R 92,291 7,306 (8)
2RHet 10,388 7,556 (73)
3L 114,997 7,719 (7)
3LHet 8,803 6,326 (72)
3R 127,212 4,328 (3)
3RHet 8,414 6,351 (75)
4 6,603 2,064 (31)
U 28,559 21,274 (74)
x 131,339 7,356 (6)
XHet 813 415 (51)
YHet 923 555 (60)
 

“Number (%) of microsatellites within 20 bases of a large repetitive element.

Microsatellite Genotype Determination

The numberandspecific identities of deleted or inserted
repeat units separating two different (or even identical)

microsatellite alleles in a population is generally unknow-
able (Sainudiinet al.). Genotyping tandem repeatvariants in

reference-mapped reads is therefore fundamentally distinct
from calling SNPs or indels in non-repetitive sequence in

that there is no sound basis for inferring homology between

pairs of aligned repeat units. Therefore, microsatellite geno-
types are scored in terms ofallele length, or the number of

sequenced bases within a read separating the non-repetitive
flanking boundaries aligned to the reference, irrespective of

intervening alignment gaps. Although separate reads of the
sameallelic variant might have been aligned with a gap/

insertion at a different location within the repeat, the reads

will all yield the same allele length call with this method.
This approach effectively negates the well-known problem

of large numbers of false positive SNP and indel calls
resulting from inconsistent alignment of ambiguously posi-

tioned indels (Albers et al., Mills et al. 2006, Mills and
Pittard et al. 2011).

Assessment of Accuracy for Genotype Calls

Two metrics, completeness and internal concordance,
were employed to assess the comprehensiveness and accu-

racy of repeat genotype calls from whole-genome Droso-
phila data. The DGRP lines are each derived from single

female founders of a natural fly population, and bred to
near-isogeny by 20 generations of full-sibling matings.

Therefore, although alleles may differ among lines, in the

absence ofmapping, alignment, or sequenceerrors,all reads
from a single inbred line mappedto a specific microsatellite

locus should possess the same repeat allele length. The
assumption of homozygosity permits the use of internal

concordance among the various reads within each inbred
line to assess the relative accuracy of alternative approaches

and tune heuristics:

 4 Rinegor ~ |
concordance = >

Riotat — 1

where R, =the number of reads supporting the majoritymajor

allele, and R,,,,;=the total number of scorable reads at a
repeat locus.

Regions of apparent residual heterozygosity were identi-

fied in individual lines on the basis of SNP genotypes, and
were excluded from concordance assessments (Mackay et

al.). In conjunction with concordance, another metric, com-
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pleteness, or the proportion of repeats for which valid
genotypes were obtained, was employed. The combination

of these two metrics enables the evaluation of the relative

accuracy and the comprehensiveness of various experimen-
tal approaches and heuristics.

To assign a genotype and assess concordancefor a repeat,
at least two scorable reads were required. A read was

determined to be “scorable” on the basis of three criteria:
First, the read must span the entire microsatellite and include

flanking non-repetitive sequence on both ends. Second, a

minimum number (initially, one) of consecutive flanking
positions adjacent to the repeat must match the reference

sequence. Finally, the read must have been uniquely mapped
to the reference genome, with no alternative high-scoring

hits to other regions of the genome.
Most Repeats can be Genotyped Using 75 Base Paired-End

Reads

The majority of the DGRPlines were sequenced using 45,
75, 95, 100, and/or 110 base reads to an average post-

processed coverage of 21x (Mackay et al.). The variety of
read lengths employed presented a unique opportunity to

investigate how read length impacts the ability to confi-
dently assess repeat genotypes. The concordance and com-

pleteness of microsatellite repeat genotypes as a function of

the length of the repeat tract was computed, as inferred from
the allele length of the reference genome(referred to hence-

forth as reference length). The dataset included microsatel-
lites for which at least 80% of bases in the repeat corre-

sponded to perfect repetitions of the repeated unit (referred
to henceforth as purity).

For genomes sequenced using 45 base reads, about 50%

of repeats with a reference length of 34 bases yielded
genotypes and 3% of repeats with a reference length of 43

bases yielded genotypes (FIG. 3A). In comparison, for
genomes that were sequenced with 75+ base reads, an

average 75% of repeats with a reference length of 43 bases

yielded genotypes. In the dataset, 90% of the repeats had a
reference length of 22 bases or less; and 45 base reads

captured 79% of genotypes for repeats with a reference
length of 22. Although 45 base reads yielded high-quality

genotypes for most repeats in the Drosophila genome, the
longest repeats tend to be the most variable, and so 45 base

reads are unlikely to capture the majority of repeat variation

in the DGRPlines.
Read length had only a modest impact on internal con-

cordance. For read sizes of 45, 75, and 95 bases, the
concordance of repeats at all reference lengths never fell

below 90% (FIG. 3B). The modest inverse correlation
between read length and concordance observed for repeats

shorter than ~30 bases appears to result from the higher

sequenceerror rates in later cycles of long read sequencing
(data not shown).

Some of the DGRP genomes were assembled from mul-
tiple libraries with different read lengths. In particular, there

were seven genome assemblies possessing similar propor-
tions of 45 and 75 base reads. These seven hybrid assemblies

allow for direct comparisons of genotypes of the same

individual derived from two read sizes. In these lines, an
average of 263,994 (68%) repeats per line could be assigned

genotypes using reads of both sizes. Of these, an average of
987 (0.4%) repeats per line yielded different genotypes

between 45 and 75 base reads. These discordant loci exhibit
a significant contraction bias in calls derived from 45 base

reads, relative to the reference repeat length (FIG. 5). The

contraction bias in 45 base reads is most apparent for longer
repeats (data not shown), consistent with bias in ascertain-

ment of erroneously mapped (and gapped) reads. Since 45
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base reads suffer from reduced completeness for longer
repeats and significant contraction bias, they were excluded

from subsequent optimization and benchmarking efforts.

Genotype Accuracy is Affected by Repeat Length and Type
Sequencing long microsatellite repeats is challenging and

error-prone by any technology, including Sanger sequenc-
ing, with difficulties that extend beyond the knownsignal

resolution limitations of the Roche 454 sequencing platform
(Alberset al., Marguilies et al.). Homopolymeric repeats are

highly prone to in vitro slippage errors during polymerase-

mediated replication, and are routinely masked for next-
generation sequence analyses (Hile et al.). The contribution

of repeat unit size to completeness and concordance was
therefore examined in order to determine unit size limita-

tions for accurately measured changes in microsatellite
repeats.

First, mononucleotide repeats were the least comprehen-

sively genotyped repeat (FIG. 6A). In contrast, pentanucle-
otide repeats were genotyped with the same level of com-

pleteness as matched non-repetitive regions. Second,
internal concordance for mononucleotide repeats was con-

siderably lower than for other repeats, falling below 0.9 for
homopolymers longer than 13 bases (lengths based on the

reference), and to 0.8 for repeats longer than 16 bases (FIG.

6B). Completeness and concordance for longer repeat units
were markedly better, with a mean concordancefor dinucle-

otide repeats of at least 0.9 for repeats as long as 33 bases.
The concordance for triplet repeats never fell below 0.92,

and tetra- and pentanucleotide repeats neverfell below 0.94.
Sanger sequencing was used to verify the lengths of 7

variable microsatellites, including GAGGG, ATACC, AC,

A, T, and AAAT,in a total of 26 lines. These repeats were
selected due to their association with startle response and

starvation resistance in the DGRP lines (Mackayet al.).
Sanger sequencing confirmed the genotypesofall 26 geno-

types derived from the I//umina data.

Concordance is Improved by Filtering Reads with Flanking
Mismatches

Since regions of residual heterozygosity have been
excluded, reads that span repeats in the inbred lines should

all reflect the same repeat allele length. While recent de novo
mutations cannot be excluded, discordant reads will pre-

dominantly be the result of errors in sequencing, mapping,

or local alignment. Because microsatellites with similar or
identical sequences occur at many locations in the genome,

reads with repetitive sequences are more susceptible to
misplacement with respect to a reference sequence. Manual

inspection revealed improper mapping to be the predomi-
nant source of discordant reads. To reduce errors resulting

from incorrectly mapped reads, heuristics for selectively

filtering reads exhibiting characteristics indicative of map-
ping error were evaluated. First, the relationship between

concordance and mapping quality scores obtained from the
mapping software was evaluated Like most short-read map-

ping programs, BWA assigns a Phred-like mapping quality
score to each read (MapQ) based on match uniqueness,

sequenceidentity, end-pairing, and inferred insert size, that

is intended to indicate confidence of read placement accu-
racy (Li and Durbin 2009, Li et al. 2008). At shorter repeat

lengths (10-24 bases) the mean MapQ value for reads
mapped to a locus positively correlated with concordance

(12=0.99, p=0.002). However, this correlation did not hold
for repeat lengths greater than 24 bases (lengths 24-39,

12=0.65, p=0.24; lengths 40-54, r2=0.57, p=0.32). As a more

sensitive test, the MapQ of discordant singleton reads for
loci with at least four reads supporting the majority allele

(i.e. loci with allelic representation of n:1, with n=4) was
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examined. Although the MapQscores of discordant single-
tons were on average 10% below the mean of the majority

reads at the same locus, the score distributions were not

sufficiently distinct to support effective MapQ-based filter-
ing. Similarly, although the distribution of base sequence

quality scores declined more steeply toward the end of
discordant singleton reads than majority reads, the overlap

in distributions limits effective read filtering on the basis of
sequence quality.

Manual inspection revealed that incorrectly mapped or

aligned reads, and reads with poor sequence quality can
often be identified by the presence of mismatches to the

reference in the sequence immediately flanking the repeat.
Increasing the minimum requisite number of consecutive

perfectly matching flanking bases on both ends ofthe repeat
resulted in modest drops in completeness (FIG. 7A) but

substantial improvements in concordance (FIG. 7B). The

improvement in concordance is exceeded by the loss in
completeness when requiring more than three consecutive

flanking matches.
Properties of Polymorphic Microsatellite Repeats

Almost any process that exposes single strands of DNA
can lead to repeat length mutations, including replication,

recombination, DNA damage repair, and other aspects of

DNAmetabolism (Lopez et al., Wells et al.). The suscepti-
bility of a microsatellite to length mutations is largely a

function of intrinsic properties of the repeat sequence,
including the repeat unit size, the numberof repeated units,

and the purity of the repeat tract (Legendreet al., Fondon et
al. 1998). The present example shows that repeat tract

length, purity, and unit size correlate with the average

numberof alleles for a repeat (FIG. 8). The relationship
between purity and length reveals that repeats possessing

only one or two interruptions (FIG. 8A, line (d)) evolve
similarly to perfect repeats ~6-8 nucleotides shorter (FIG.

8A,line (e)), corresponding closely to the expected longest

uninterrupted stretch of the imperfect repeats. However, a
different dynamic emerges for more degenerate repeats,

which exhibit step-wise decreases in slope with purity, yet
all with similar intercepts. This pattern is not explained by

uninterrupted segments of imperfect repeats, potentially
suggestive of alternate mechanisms. In addition, dinucle-

otide repeats segregate from other repeats as the most

variable (FIG. 8B).
Since microsatellite length mutations almost always give

rise to insertions or deletions of one or more whole repeat
units, the minimum lengths at which short tandem repeats

begin to exhibit this form of mutation can be determined by
the emergence of excess unit-length variants over back-

ground mutation rates for nearby non-repetitive sequences.

Makova and colleagues (Kelkar et al.) recently used a
related approach to delimit length thresholds for microsat-

ellites within several regions Sanger sequenced in humansas
part of the ENCODE project. In that study, the authors

determined that human mononucleotide and dinucleotide
repeats mutate above background slippage rates when the

repeat tract is at least 10 bases (Kelkaret al.).

The lengths at which various repetitive sequences begin
mutating as microsatellites was determined by examining

how the proportion of whole-unit variation to non-whole-
unit variation changes as a function repeat length. Repeat

variation from the DGRPlines wasclassified in the form of
the proportion of alleles that differ in whole-unit lengths

from the most commonallele relative to fractional unit

length differences. As shown in FIG. 9, the tendency for
repetitive sequences to mutate in whole unit increments is

clearly evident for even very short repeats. This tendency
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increases rapidly with tract length and eventually begins to
plateau at approximately 13, 20, 23, and 27basesfordi-, tri-,

tetra-, and pentanucleotide repeats, respectively. Most of the

variation (97%, 96%, 82%, and 86%,for di-, tri-, tetra-, and
pentanucleotides), in repeats at least as long as these plateau

lengths, conformsto the classic step-wise model of micro-
satellite evolution (FIGS. 10A-D). The majority of repeat

lengths that were not whole-unit likely reflect errors in
sequencing, mapping, or alignment. However, it is possible

that some ofthis non-unit variation might also be indicative

of other classes of indel mutations; or they might reflect
instances of complex or imperfect repeats exhibiting muta-

tional properties of multiple different units. Examples of the
former possibility are most evident among tetranucleotide

repeats, for which a large proportion of non-whole-unit
variation is in multiples of two bases (FIG. 10C). This

half-unit excess is predominantly produced by imperfect

repeats, but is also apparent in many perfect tetranucleotide
repeats, suggestive of an alternative mutational process.

Finally, although strand-slippage is expected to induce
whole-unit mutations in uninterrupted repeats, repeats are

also prone to double-strand breaks and ifthese breaks are not
repaired by recombination-mediated processes, non-whole-

unit changes to repeats can result (Mittelmanet al., Axford

et al.).
Discussion

Nucleotide repeats are ubiquitous and polymorphic across
all species. An often-cited example of physiologically and

evolutionarily important microsatellite variation in Droso-
phila is a polymorphic threonine-glycine dipeptide repeat

within the period gene. Naturally occurring length variation

of the period coding repeat gene produces altered tempera-
ture-dependent circadian rhythm behaviorin related popu-

lations of flies (Sawyeret al.). Natural selection has been
demonstrated to act uponthis locally adaptive variation, and

it has been proposed that variation in such rhythm behavior

underlies sympatric speciation events (Karol et al.). Further-
more, microsatellite repeats likely underlie the evolution of

quantitative traits in many other species including mammals
(Gemayelet al.).

The present example showsan approach to derive micro-
satellite repeat allele lengths from [lumina whole-genome

data to gain insight into the mutational processes that

modulate microsatellite variation and to enable the discov-
ery of functional microsatellites. The example shows that

read sizes of at least 75 bases are sufficient to enable the
accurate genotyping of most repeats in the Drosophila

melanogaster genome and that mononucleotide repeats are
the most challenging repeats to measure. The approach

shown in the present example will gain even more utility for

the ongoing data deluge as the read lengths for IJumina data
now approach 150 bases. The approach can also be gener-

alized to other genomes, including human genomes.
Although the length distribution of microsatellites is longer

in mammals than in Drosophila (Schug et al.), repeats in
normal human genomes, for example, almost never exceed

75 bases for pure repeats (FIG. 11B) or even imperfect

repeats (FIG. 11A).
In the population of 158 inbred isolates from the Droso-

phila Genetics Reference Panel, the example showsthat a
third of the identified repeats vary in the population. Some

of these repeats have already been related by GWASto traits
such as startle response and starvation resistance in the

DGRPlines (Mackay et al.). Undoubtedly, future studies

with the DGRP population will reveal other associations
between repeat length changes andtrait variation. Next, the

example shows that these polymorphic repeats follow
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accepted models for repeat instability—repeat mutation pre-

dominantly manifests itself in the form of insertions or

deletions ofwhole repeat units and polymorphism correlates

with increasing length and sequence purity. Finally, the
example used the DGRPdataset to ascertain the minimum

lengths for a repetitive sequence to mutate as a microsatellite
and found these values to be 13, 20, 23, and 27 bases for di-,

tri-, tetra-, and penta-nucleotide repeats respectively.

While the aboveresults establish a proof of principle that
microsatellite repeats can be genotyped from short read

next-generation sequencing data, another goal of the
example is to show how microsatellite variation in the

DGRP lines or other organisms, such as humans, can be
cataloged to enable future studies of their contributions to

variation in morphological, behavioral, and life-history

traits.

Example 2—Accurate Human Microsatellite
Genotypes from High-Throughput Resequencing

Data Using Informed Error Profiles

Summary
Repetitive sequences are biologically and clinically

important because they can influence traits and disease, but

repeats are challenging to analyze using short-read sequenc-
ing technology. The present example presents a system for

genotyping microsatellite repeats, which uses Bayesian
model selection guided by an empirically derived error

modelthat incorporates sequence and read properties. Next,
the present example applies the system to high-coverage

genomes from the 1000 Genomes Project (1000 Genomes

Project Consortium, Nature 2010) to evaluate performance
and accuracy. The system assigned genotypes to ~90% of

the repeat loci, including homopolymers. In addition, com-
paring the system to lobSTR revealed that ~90% of repeats

genotyped by both methods were assigned the samecall.

The system in the present example is implemented as
software. The software inputs high-throughput resequencing

data in BAM format (Li and Handsacker et al. 2009) and
outputs genotypes in multiple formats, including VCF for-

mat (Daneceket al.), for compatibility and easy integration
with existing genotyping pipelines. Exemplary source code

and binaries for the software are available at github.com at

the /adaptivegenome/repeatseq subdomain.
Methods

Outline of the System
The genotyping process is summarized in FIG. 12A.

Reads are first mapped to a reference sequence and then
sorted, with duplicate reads marked. Next, reads mapping to

reference repeat regions are locally realigned using the

GATKIndelRealignertool. Then, for each repeat, the system
module discards reads that do not completely span the

repeat, as these reads cannot unambiguously support a
repeat allele length. The extent to which a read must overlap

a repeat (and match the reference) is an adjustable param-
eter, although this value has been optimized to maximize the

number of repeat regions that could be genotyped while

minimizing the inclusion of improperly mapped reads (see
Example 1). Finally, the system assigns the most probable

genotype using a fully Bayesian approach and considers the
reference length of the repeat, the repeat unit size and the

average base quality of the mapped reads, as previous
information. The system implements a diploid genotyping

model by default, but it can be set at runtime to implement

a haploid model.
Several other read filters can be adjusted. For example,

reads can be excluded from consideration on the basis of
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their length, mapping quality and on whether they are

properly paired. By default, the system returns microsatellite

calls in VCF format for compatibility and interoperability

with other indel callers. However, the system can also output

a detailed report that returns annotated alignments of reads

in addition to just the assigned genotypes.

Probabilistic Determination of Repeat Genotypes

The probability that a read is representative of a true allele

can be inferred by the properties of the read and the

reference repeat sequence that it maps to (see Example 1).

The DGRP is composed of >100 fly genomes; each derived

from single female founders of a natural fly population and

bred to near-isogeny by 20 generations of full-sibling mat-

ings. Therefore, in the absence of mapping, alignment or

sequenceerrors, all reads from a single inbred line mapped

to a specific microsatellite locus should possess the same

repeat allele length, and this homozygosity permits the

assumption that deviant reads represent error. To strengthen

the validity of this assumption, the effects of any residual

heterozygosity was minimized by excluding genomic

regions with >5% heterozygosity (based on the SNPcalls).

For loci to which at least 10 reads had been mapped, reads

that supported the majority allele were assumed to support

the true allele at the locus, whereas reads that supported a

non-majority allele were assumed to be errors. The propor-

tions of reads supporting majority alleles were computed

within five bins of equal size for the following properties:

reference repeat length, repeat unit size, and average base

quality for the read. The resulting 5x5x5 array reflects the

frequency of discordant and concordant reads and is the

source of error profiles for the system (FIG. 12B).

Once reads are mapped, realigned and then pruned of

those that do not span the repeat, the system calls the most

probable genotype using Bayesian model selection. The

error rate (Q,,,o,) 18 populated with prior information by

associating the reference repeat length, unit size, and aver-

age base quality of the read data with the appropriate bin of

the error profiles. The reads at a given locus support k length

variants V,, V2, ..., V, Where kz1. The system considers each

homozygous and heterozygous genotype suggested by the

read data, of which, there are c=k(k+1)/2. For example, if

two length alleles are present then the heterozygous geno-
type of the two variants and each homozygous genotype are

considered. If three variants are present, then the possible
three homozygous and three heterozygous genotypes are

considered.
Let x denote the reads at a given locus. Denote the c

possible genotypes g,, 2.,..., g.. For heterozygous and

homozygous genotypes, the likelihood L(x lg,) is assumed

as multinomial (n,0), and n(0) is Dirichlet (a), where the
>

elements of 8 sum to unity. For the purpose of elucidating
the statistical model, let g, generically denote a homozygous

genotypeandlet g,, denote a heterozygous genotype, where
A and Beachrepresent one of the length variants present in

> > =>
the data. In the heterozygous case, the values x, 9 and a

are 3D vectors. The valuesx,,) and X,) represent the number
of reads of variants A and B, respectively, and x,3) is the

number of reads of any other variant. Values 0(,, and 6,0)
represent the probability that a read at this locus is of variant

Aand B,respectively, and 0,3) represents the probability that

a read does not represent a true variant (e.g. a sequencing or
mappingartifact relative to the genotype g, under consider-

ation). The homozygous genotypes are modeled similarly
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with 2D vectors: position one refers to the variant supported

by the genotype and the second position refers to all other

alleles.
_

The vector a characterizes prior information about the

probability vector6 , and@ is formed based on derivederror

profiles. In the heterozygous case, let y, represent the

numberofmajority allele supporting reads of variant A from

the error profiles, and let w, represent the number of non-

majority allele supporting reads from the error profiles. Let

y, and w, be similarly defined for variant B. Hyperparam-

eters OyytOay=l4+(Vstyg)/2 and O(3)=O,,,5,+ 1 4W4+W3. In

the homozygous case, hyperparameters o,,;=l+y, and

Qa)—Cerrortl+w4, Where y, and w, are as defined previ-

ously. The Bayesian model describing the probability ofread

error given genotype g, is as follows:

Prior: x(8 1G, g,) is Dirichlet(@ +1)

Likelihood: L(x 6, g,) is multinomial(m,6 ), hence

Posterior: x(6 1X, G, g,) is Dirichlet(@ +¥ +1)

This model specification ensures that the posterior distribu-

tion 1(X 6, &, g,) weighs the error profile reads equally to

reads from the data. The aforementioned modelspecification
for all genotypes g=1, ..., ¢ is considered. The marginal

distribution of the data given each genotype is estimated,

and Bayes’ rule is used to compute the probability of each
genotype given the data. This strategy is a fully Bayesian

model selection algorithm, for which each model under
consideration correspondsto one of the genotypes suggested

by the data. The marginaldistribution of the data for a given
genotypeis

. B@+x+T1)
aX | g,) = ————— *

+
 

where B(*) represents the multinomial beta function. This

analytical solution is based on conjugacy results. Bayes’ rule
is then implemented to invert the above probabilities.

~ a | gals.)x(g, [2) ==
x AZ| g,alg,)F

where n(g,)=1/k for all i=1, ..., k. The most probable

genotype is then selected, provided that the probability of
the genotype is >50%.

Results

Optimization of Read Mapping for Microsatellite Repeat
Genotyping

The accuracy of repeat genotypes is contingent on the
proper mapping of reads to repeat loci. There are many

short-read mapping algorithms, and their performance has
been widely evaluated (Li and Homer 2010). However,

mapping algorithms have not yet been evaluated on their

ability to accurately map reads composed oflow-complexity
sequence. The accuracy of several popular tools, including

Bowtie2 (Langmeadet al.), BWA (Li and Durbin 2010),
Novoalign (Novocraft Technologies), Stampy (Lunter etal.)

and SMALT (Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute) were com-
pared. First, reference repeats were identified from the hg19

reference sequence using the approach outlined in Example
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1. Next, DWGSIM (github.com at the /nh13/DWGSIM
subdomain) was used to simulate 100 bp single-end I/umina

reads from reference repeats from chromosomes 1 through

7 in humanreference sequence, with a simulated coverage
of 15x. A 2% uniform sequencing error rate and a 0.1%

mutation rate were specified, ofwhich 10% of the mutations
were small indels (1-10 bp long) and the remainder were

point mutations.
Simulated reads were then mapped to the entire human

reference sequence. The proportion of incorrectly mapped

reads is plotted as a function of the proportion of correctly
mapped reads in FIG. 13 under different mapping quality

thresholds. For each mapping quality threshold, the accuracy
rate is the numberof correctly mapped reads divided by the

total amount of reads simulated. Likewise, the inaccuracy
rate is the numberof incorrectly mapped reads divided by

the total number of mapped reads. Assessment of read

alignment is based on the leftmost coordinate of the read.
Novoalign maps repeat-containing reads with the lowest

ratio of inaccurate calls to accurate calls. Among the open
source tools, Bowtie2-high (Bowtie2 using the highest sen-

sitivity option) is the best mapping method by this metric.
Other settings of Bowtie2, along with Stampy and BWA-

SW, performedfairly similarly among each other, but not as

well as Novoalign or Bowtie2-high.
Table 2 summarizes the performance of the mapping

programs and includes a comparison with the lobSTR
method, which eschews conventional short-read mappers in

favor of its own method for directly assigning reads to a
proper location on the human reference sequence. The table

indicates performance cumulatively for all mapping quali-

ties, to enable fair comparison with lobSTR, which does not
report mapping quality. Novoalign mapped the greatest

number of correctly mapped reads (40,547,527; 93.9%),
although SMALT mapped the greatest number of reads

overall (41,180,368; 95.4%). LobSTR mapped the fewest

numberof correctly mapped reads (1,117,142; 2.59%) but
also the fewest reads overall (1,118,902; 2.59%). Maximiz-

ing read mapping might result in increased numbers of
improperly mappedreads; therefore, mapping methods were

also compared on the basis of their inaccuracy rate. It was
found that lobSTR features the lowest inaccuracy rate of

0.16%, followed by Novoalign with an inaccuracy rate of

1.14%. The open-source Bowtie2-high method also per-
forms nearly as well with an inaccuracy rate of 1.18%.

TABLE 2
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Comparing performance cumulatively for all mapping

qualities likely underestimates the accuracy of conventional
mappers because even minimalfiltering by mapping quality
can exclude inaccurately mapped reads. For example,fil-
tering reads based on a minimum mapping quality of 4
lowers the Novoalign inaccuracyrate to 0.007%, at the cost
ofreducing the numberof correctly mapped reads to 40,297,
714 (93.3%). At a minimum mapping quality of 3,
Novoalign features an inaccuracyrate of0.33% with 40,436,
553 (93.6%) correctly mapped reads. Bowtie2-high per-
forms similarly with an inaccuracy rate of 0.03% (40,213,
461 or 93.1% correctly mapped reads) with a minimum
mapping quality of 2. Filtering reads by mapping quality
allows for optimizing the trade-off of maximizing correctly
mapped reads while minimizing the incorrectly mapped
reads.
Application of the Present System to Whole Genomes from
a Parent-Offspring Trio
A subset of genotyping error can be inferred by evaluating

whether called genotypes from a parent-offspring dataset are
consistent with Mendelian inheritance (Douglas et al.). The
present system was applied to whole genomedata generated

using the Illumina HiSeq and 100 bp reads, from the CEU
trio, a family from Utah with European ancestry (CEU

genomes: NA12878, NA12891, NA12892). The average

coverage of the mapped and post-processed genomes was
42.7x and this coverage dropped to 33.3x at repeat regions.

In testing for consistency with Mendelian inheritance,
repeats for which calls were made from all genomes in the

trio and for which there was at least a single mapped
discordant read at the locus in each genome were consid-

ered. The system required at least two reads to makea call

and for this threshold, 92.1% of evaluated repeat calls are
consistent with Mendelian inheritance. At a minimum cov-

erage of 9x, the percentage of consistent calls increases to
95.3%, and at 17x, the percentage increase to 98.0%.

This consistency test also enables the assessment of the

impact of choosing a less informative prior for the geno-
typing model. The error profile of the present system was

replaced with a constant rate prior in which a single
observed concordant read and no discordant reads were

defined for every element of the error profile. This strategy
eschews the experimentally derived error profile and instead

incorporates weak prior information into the genotyping

algorithm. Not surprisingly, the percentage of consistent
calls drops substantially. At a minimum of 2, 9 and 17x

 

Performance of mappers for microsatellite repeat regions” 

 

Method Total mapped n (%) Correctly mapped n (%) Incorrectly mapped n (%)

lobSTR 1,118,902 (2.59) 1,117,142 (2.59) 1,760 (0.16)

Novoalign 41,014,531 (95.0) 40,547,527 (93.9) 467,004 (1.14)

Bowtie2 40,678,703 (94.2) 40,196,603 (93.0) 482,100 (1.19)

Bowtie2-high 40,946,152 (94.8) 40,464,488 (93.7) 481,664 (1.18)

Bowtie2-local 40,961,622 (94.9) 40,448,448 (93.6) 513,174 (1.25)

Bowtie2- 40,975,438 (94.9) 40,472,990 (93.7) 502,421 (1.23)

local-high

BWA 39,390,695 (91.2) 38,941,969 (90.2) 448,726 (1.14)

BWASW 40,611,633 (94.1) 40,120,872 (92.9) 490,761 (1.21)

SMALT 41,180,368 (95.4) 40,491,179 (93.7) 689,189 (1.67)

Stampy 41,004,163 (95.0) 40,478,030 (93.8) 526,133 (1.28)

 

“Number (%) of total, correctly and incorrectly mapped reads by each mapping method from 43,176,537
simulated 100 bp single-end reads that overlap a repetitive region 1n the hg19 reference sequence. Percentages
for incorrectly mapped reads are from total mapped reads and not the total simulated reads.
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coverage, the constant rate prior produces calls that are
consistent 72.9, 73.7 and 74.5% of the time, respectively.
Application of the Present System to the HG01140 Whole
Genome

The performance of the present genotyper was compared
with lobSTR, a recently reported tool that is also the only

other genotyper tuned for microsatellite repeats. To perform

the comparison, a 16x sequenced human genome
(HG01140) from the 1000 Genomes Project was mapped

30
sequence. From the 11,381 (11.7%) discordant genotypes,

repeat regions were randomly selected and Sanger sequenc-

ing was used to confirm which methodassigned the correct

genotype. After sequencing 40 regions, it was found that 25

(62.5%) regions were correctly genotyped by the present

system, 4 (10.0%) regions were correctly genotyped by

lobSTR and 11 (27.5%) regions were incorrectly genotyped

by both methods.

TABLE3
 

Comparison of the present system and lobSTR microsatellite calls? 

2n

(%)
ln

Comparison (%)

3n

(%)
4n

(%)
Sn

(%)
Total n

(%)
 

Present System 1 014 806 (88.0) 556 727 (89.0)

calls

lobSTR calls N 64 670 (10.3)
Concordant call N AT 987 (7.67)

Discordantcall N 9538 (1.52)

Present system 1 014 806 (88.0) 499 202 (79.8)

call, lobSTR N

lobSTR call, N 67145 (1.14)
present system N

Present system

N, lobSTR N

138 769 (12.0) 61 800 (9.88)

680 939 (89.7) 766 010 (90.6) 586 308 (90.7) 3 604 790 (89.4)

15 722 (2.07) 17 336 (2.05) 8315 (1.29) 106 043 (2.63)
14482 (1.91) 15 430 (1.82) 7670 (1.19) 85 569 (2.12)

624 (0.08) 946 (0.11) 273 (0.04) 11 381 (0.28)
665 833 (87.7)

TT 758 (10.2)

749 634 (88.6) 578 365 (89.5) 3 507 840 (87.0)

616 (0.08) 960 (0.11) 372 (0.06) 9093 (0.23)

78 922 (9.33) 59 848 (9.26) 417 097 (10.3)

 

“Number (%) of total, concordant and discordant microsatellite calls are provided by repeat unit size, mdicated by column values 1-5. Comparisons are made for
microsatellites in which both, one or neither method makesa call.
N indicates nocall.

against the hg19 reference sequencing using Novoalign,

post-processed andpassed to both genotyping methods. The °°

FASTQfiles for this gnome were mapped using Novoalign

and realigned using the GATK IndelRealigner. The present

system was then executed using default parameters to gen-

erate a list of repeat genotypes. To genotype repeats with

lobSTR,the available binaries JobSTR version 1.0.6) and

usage guidelines were used. First, lobSTR built an index for

the hg19 reference genome. The samelist of repeat regions

used by the present system was indexed for use by lobSTR.

Next, lobSTR constructed a new BAM file (based on the

same BAM file used by the present system) containing its

alignments for genotype calling. Default parameters were

used except that genotyping repeats with a unit length of 1-5

was specified. The lobSTR-generated BAM file was then
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passed to the lobSTR allelotyper tool to produce a list of 45

repeat genotypes.

Table 3 summarizes the comparison of the present system

and lobSTR genotypes. The percentages indicate the frac-
tion of genotypes made from alist of 4,030,980 reference

repeat regions. Unlike the earlier comparison using simu-

lated data from chromosomes 1 through 7, this comparison
includes all identified hg19 reference repeat regions. The

present system assigned genotypes to 3,604,790 (89.4%)
repeats, whereas lobSTR assigned genotypes 106,043

(2.63%) repeats. When the comparison is made by repeat
unit size, the presented system assigns genotypesto a similar

proportion of repeats for all unit sizes, whereas lobSTR

assigned the most genotypes to dinucleotide repeats (64,670;
10.3%). For repeat regions that were genotyped by the

present system and lobSTR,the concordance of the methods
or cases in which both methods assigned the same genotype

was measured. Genotypes were assigned by both methods
for 96,950 repeats. Of these, 85,569 (88.3%) repeat geno-

types were the same. The concordance between the methods

is lowest for 2mers (83.4%) and increases with unit size,
which is expected given that the variability of microsatellite

repeats is dependent on the size of the repeated unit
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From the 3,604,790 repeat genotypes assigned by the

present system, lobSTR failed to genotype 3,507,840

(97.3%) regions. This is consistent with lobSTRs greatly

reduced numberof total and correctly mapped reads for the

simulated data (Table 2). However, from the 106,043 repeat

genotypes assigned by lobSTR, 9093 repeat genotypes

(8.57%) were missed by the present system. In 5,090

(56.0%) of the repeats, lobSTR was able to map more reads

to the locus than the present system had access to, and this

likely enabled the assignment of a genotype by lobSTR.In

nearly half of these cases (2436 repeats), lobSTR added

more than one mappedread to the locus. It was also found

that lobSTR assigns genotypes if at least a single read is

mappedto the locus. The present system, however, requires

at least two mapped reads, as a single read is not sufficient
to confidently distinguish a heterozygous locus from a

homozygouslocus. There were 3819 (42.0%) cases in which
lobSTR exclusively assigned a genotype using only a single

read. For the remaining repeats genotyped by lobSTR and
not the present system, manual inspection revealed that the

present system failed to genotype many of these repeats

because it could not assign a high enough confidence
(>50%) to the genotype. Finally, there were 417,097

(10.3%) repeats not genotyped by either method primarily
because no reads could be mapped to these regions. In all,

the present system assigns genotypes to ~90% of repeats in
the HGO1140 genome,and in the cases where both methods

make a call, the concordance in genotypes is ~90%.

Although the discordant genotypes were not exhaustively
validated, no evidence was seen to suggest that lobSTR

generally assigns genotypes more accurately than the pres-
ent system.

Discussion
Repetitive DNA sequences pose unique challenges to

next-generation sequencing technologies. However, these

sequences are too important to ignore, in terms of their
frequent occurrence in the genome and their biological

relevance. The present system uses properties of reference
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repeat sequences and the reads that map to them, to best

identify reads that contribute to true alleles. To enable

accurate calls, the present example first evaluated several

methods for mapping repeat-containing reads to the human

reference sequence. It was found that when reads were

filtered by mapping quality, Novoalign and Bowtie2 cor-

rectly map >93% of simulated repeat-containing reads to the

human reference (compared with 3% mapped by lobSTR)

while maintaining an inaccuracy rate that is lower than

lobSTR. Filtering reads by mapping quality allowed for

optimizing the trade-off of maximizing correctly mapped

reads while minimizing the incorrectly mapped reads.

When the HG01140 genome from the 1000 Genomes

Project was analyzed, it was found that the present system

assigned genotypes to ~90% ofthe repeats, whereas lobSTR

genotyped <3%. The disparity between the methodsresults

likely from the difference in how manyreads are mapped by

lobSTR and Novoalign. LobSTR did make calls that the

present system missed for 9,093 (8.57%) repeats. Of these

calls that the present system missed, 42% were made with

the support of a single read. The present system required the

support oftwo reads to makecalls in diploid genomes. From

the remaining cases, the present system sometimes failed to

have high enough genotype probabilities (~50%), and in
other cases, lobSTR was able to exclusively make a call

likely because it was able to map more reads to the locus.
There is no doubt that there are cases in which lobSTR will

excel at assigning genotypes, particularly those that exhibit

extremeallelic variation from the reference (such as in the
case of expanded repeats at the HTT locus in Huntington’s

patients); however, based on the number of calls, ~90%
concordancein genotypes for repeats in which both methods

made a call and the Sanger validation data, the present

system offers the best comprehensive approach for exhaus-
tively genotyping repeats in human genomes.

The present system implemented as software can be
multithread and scales well on multi-core processors. An

analysis of ~4 million reference repeats in the NA12878
genome (40x post-processed coverage, 100 bp reads) takes

11 h using a single core of an AMD Opteron 6174 CPU and

a maximum of 1.65 GB of memory. With 48 cores, the
runtime is reduced to 20 min. Runtimes can be further

reduced by opting to generate only the VCF output. In
addition to outputting genotypes using VCF, the present

system optionally producesa detailed report that includes an
annotated alignment of all the reads to the reference

sequence for each microsatellite locus. It is envisioned that

this extended report will be valuable for manually confirm-
ing calls and for further refining the method. The use ofVCF

output ensures the compatibility of the present system with
other variant callers and analysis pipelines. For example, the

VCF output of the present system can be used to augment
indel calls from GATKs UnifiedGenotyper to provide a

comprehensive and more accurate set of variantcalls.
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Whatis claimed is:
1. A method of genotyping comprising:

obtaining a sequence-read mapping, the sequence-read

mapping comprising sequence reads from a subject
polynucleotide sequence mapped to a _reference

sequence;
selecting flanking reads from the sequence reads, wherein

each flanking read spans a repeat in the reference
sequence in addition to one or more flanking bases on

each of two ends of the repeat, and wherein the

selecting the flanking reads from the sequence reads
results in a flanking-read mapping comprising the

repeat and the flanking reads that map thereto;
extracting sequence attributes from the flanking-read

mapping, the sequence attributes comprising at least
repeat length, repeat unit size, repeat purity, and aver-

age base quality score of the flanking read;

associating the extracted sequenceattributes with a geno-
typing error rate, comprising matching the extracted

sequence attributes with one of a plurality of bins of
partitioned sequenceattribute values with known,cor-

responding genotyping error rates, each bin encom-
passing a single, known corresponding genotyping

error rate for a range of sequence attribute values for

each ofrepeat length, repeat unit size, repeat purity, and
average base quality score of the flanking read;

calculating a genotype probability for each flanking read
from the genotyping error rate; and

assigning a genotype to the subject polynucleotide
sequence based on the genotype probabilities calcu-

lated for the flanking reads.

2. The methodofclaim 1 wherein the genotype comprises
a repeat length.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the obtaining the
sequence-read mapping comprises mapping the sequence

reads from the subject polynucleotide sequence to the ref-

erence sequence.
4. The method of claim 1 wherein the obtaining the

sequence-read mapping comprises mapping the sequence
reads from the subject polynucleotide sequence to the ref-

erence sequence and then locally realigning the aligned
sequence reads around indel-containing regions.

5. The method of claim 1 wherein the obtaining the

sequence-read mapping comprises sequencing the subject
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polynucleotide sequence to obtain the sequence reads and

mapping the sequence reads to the reference sequence.

6. The method of claim 1 wherein the obtaining the

sequence-read mapping comprises sequencing the subject

polynucleotide sequence to obtain the sequence reads; map-

ping the sequence reads from the subject polynucleotide

sequenceto the reference sequence; and then locally realign-

ing the aligned sequence reads around indel-containing

regions.

7. A system for genotyping comprising a processor con-

figured to:

obtain a sequence-read mapping, the sequence-read map-

ping comprising sequence reads from a subject poly-
nucleotide sequence mapped to a reference sequence;

select flanking reads from the sequence reads, wherein
each flanking read spans a repeat in the reference

sequence in addition to one or more flanking bases on

each of two ends of the repeat, and wherein the
selecting the flanking reads from the sequence reads

results in a flanking-read mapping comprising the
repeat and the flanking reads that map thereto;

extract sequence attributes from the flanking-read map-
ping, the sequenceattributes comprising at least repeat

length, repeat unit size, repeat purity, and average base

quality score of the flanking read;
associate the extracted sequence attributes with a geno-

typing error rate, wherein the processoris configured to
associate the extracted sequence attributes with one of

a plurality of bins of partitioned sequence attribute
values with known, corresponding genotyping error

rates, each bin encompassing a single, known corre-

sponding genotyping errorrate for a range of sequence
attribute values for each of repeat length, repeat unit

size, repeat purity, and average base quality score ofthe
flanking read;

calculate a genotype probability for each flanking read
from the genotyping error rate; and

assign a genotype to the subject polynucleotide sequence

based on the genotype probabilities calculated for the
flanking reads.

8. The system of claim 7 wherein the genotype comprises
a repeat length.


